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MORE ON THE WARREN REPORT , 

L’Affaire Oswald by Léo Sauvage, of 7 en 
Les Editions de Minuit: rants Cn. > ne 

Lo , fo for 

During the weeks that followed President Kennedy's 

assassination all Europe was demanding an answer 
to the mystery: who really killed Kennedy? How 
could Oswald, unbacked by organized plotters, have 
done it alone? And why did Americans so easily ac- 
cept the solution of Oswald’s guilt? Now, almost two 

years later and despite the publication of the War- 

ren Report, Europeans are still unsatisfied. Léo 
Sauvage, New York correspondent of the Figaro, 

who was on the scene from the very beginning, has 

written an attack on the findings of the Warren 

Commission, here reviewed in France’s most author- 

itative daily, Le Monde. 

Undoubtedly much remains to be written on the as- 
sassination of John F, Kennedy. The man was of too 
high a stature for his disappearance to be written off 
simply on the “profit and loss” statement of some 
growing enterprise. The crime was definitely far too 
mysterious for us to accept unquestioningly the ex- 

planation furnished by the Warren Commission. 

The explanation obviously did not satisfy Mr. Sau- 
- vage either. As New York correspondent for the 

Figaro, from the beginning of the case he has called 
attention to countless obscure points which surround 
the death of the thirty-fifth President of the United 
States. Now he offers us not a series of newspaper 
articles but a thick volume, written in a brisk, ac- 

cusatory style, difficult for the non-initiated, but thrill- 

ing for those who followed the investigation. 
Mr, Sauvage does not attempt to be a seer, and 

rightly so. No single individual could conduct an in- 
vestigation that leads from Moscow to Minsk to New 
York (not counting some dozen cities in the United 
States). He does not tell us how the events occurred. 
He limits himself to determining whether or not they 
took place in the fashion in which the members of 
the commission affirm that they did. In short, his book 

is the trial of a trial which never occurred—that of Lee 
Harvey Oswald. Mr. Sauvage’s work ends with a harsh 
condemnation of the commissioners appointed by 

President Johnson, Indeed, for the author-prosecutor 
“it is logically untenable, legally indefensible, and 
morally unacceptable to assert that Lee Harvey Os- 
wald was the assassin of President Kennedy”. 

His demonstration of this conclusion requires over 
four hundred pages. It is, on the whole, convincing. 
If Oswald had been tried it is quite possible that he 
would not have been proved guilty—which does not 
necessarily prove that Oswald was innocent (although 
Mr. Sauvage cannot resist mentioning the Dreyfus 
affair), But the method the author uses has a great 
value: it throws doubt on the reliability of the seven 
“wise men” of the Warren Commission and their as- 
sistants. The entire management of the investigation 
proves that they were preoccupied with proving that 
Oswald could have killed John Kennedy and not with 
finding out who killed him, 
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Throughout his book Mr. Sauvage piles up the in- 
stances in which, having to choose between several 

contradictory testimonies, the Commission in the end 
retained only the testimony that was prejudicial to 
Oswald, hastily forgetting the other. Mr. Sauvage re- 
fers constantly to the twenty-three volumes of the ap- 
pendix to the Report and brings to light various 
“trails” that the Commission could have followed but 
chose not to, because it would have diverted the Com- 
mission from its main objective. 

Examples of this prejudice through omission 
abound. Let us cite but two instances. First, because it 

is an extreme case which, amazingly, hasn’t even been 
touched upon in the Warren Report, there is the pos- 

sibility that there was a fake Oswald. This hypothesis 
~—which the investigators ought, however, to have 

found to their interest to disprove once and for all—is 
based on three very real facts: 

In the days or weeks prior to Kennedy’s assassina- 
tion, an unknown man had a telescopic lens mounted 
on a rifle at a gunsmith’s in Irving (a suburb of Dal- 
las), gave his name as Oswald, then disappeared. 

A second unidentified man, who, according to sev- 

eral witnesses bore a strong resemblance to Oswald, 
drew attention to himself by his rudeness and his skill 
in shooting at a rifle range in Dallas. He too disap- 
peared as suddenly as he had appeared, 

A third unidentified man, resembling Oswald and 

calling himself Lee Oswald, tried out a car at a Dallas 
dealer’s, but then in spite of his promises to return 
gave no further sigs uf life. 

Instead of trying to find these three men, the Com- 
mission didn’t even attempt to identify them, and 
simply declared that this wasn’t the Oswald they were 
interested in. 

‘Vhe second example: the Commission accepted 
identifications made of Oswald on the basis of photo- 
graphs—and this two months after the same photo- 
graphs had been printed in every paper in America. It 
also accepted identification made during a “lineup” in 
which Oswald, with his “shiner,” vehemently pro- 

claimed his innocence. Mr. Sauvage does not stop 
here, He points out other, even more disturbing but 
better known gaps in the investigation, 

Mr. Sauvage offers us a Substantial work, one which 

must henceforth be taken into consideration. It is a 
pity that the case is considered closed in the United 
States, for Mr. Sauvage’s indictment necessitates a 
reply, if only to dispose of certain doubts about the 
work of the Warren Commission. 

Jacques Amalric 
Translated from Le Monde (Paris) 
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“Sinister connotations were evoked by the attribution to the district 
attorney of the statement that a taxicab driver named Darryl Click 
drove Oswald from downtown Dallas: to the’ area of his room- 

- inghouse in. Oak Clif, it has been. correctly ascertained that no such 
_tasicad driver existed in Dallas."—The. Warren Corkimission Report 

You can believe that if you want to. I can only try 

'- To forget him. As the unbelievable night ~ 

Fell every where, he parked his car beneath a Htveoak, sat 
In darkness for a-moment, flicked the top 

. Of his Zippo and spun the wheel; a brief flaring {fn the shadows 
_ Lived and died while the-end of his cigarette - * 

4 c-Tore a burning hole in. the black ‘atmosphere around him. | 
His cab door shut behind him quiztly; 

oS Susan Boulevard was silent, empty. He. walked along’ 

~" | Tho unclean-gray of. pavement toward his room + 

; Where. ‘from B: dregser Ruby Jo (Krebs) Click, his mother, and 
_”., Billy Sam Click were being remembered; ‘framed 
In gunmetal. ‘The flowers of the paper on the walls 

_” , Are ‘not to be deser}bed : he sat bengath. , 
‘The stare he read into ‘their centers, smoked | a while, and then 

Rose sileptly‘and crossed the room, and parting LL 
The dotted-Swiss white window curtains with one ‘forefinger 

Gazed out across the darkened road at what. ; 
Was not merely Dallas, but a burning of bluish fires 

That flickered along dark faces everywhere, . . 

Through every window. He looked out beyond Dallas, teyond 

The’ imprisoning American night, mild . - 

*, (And ‘violent, as he dissolved into kis room, in total - 
, Remembrance of.other nights—getting: his wick. 

"Dipped. aboard the Golden Stste in °47, aap— oo , 
While sirbrakes gasped (five blocks away a. bus _ 

Halted suddenly because a passenger appeared) ‘ 
| To flag it down, then vanished), while fhe silence ~ 
Whirled and broke to the shatterihg of, mundane. noises again. 

It probably took some hours before, the last 
-Emanation of his residence forsook the room 

On Susan Boulevard, and-at the end ES 
There was & moment, surely, when reports of 7 any kind» 

As to whether he was there or not 

Were in the strictest sense quite meaningless, as when 

. The drying stain along a sunbleached sheet 
. Hovers unwillingly between worlds, after it has been * 

Reclaimed by a terrible unblinking giare. 
—JoHN HOLLANDER 
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